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HIGHER ORDER CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
OF y" =f(x, y, y') AND y" =f(x, y) INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEMS 
L. DERR, C. OUTLAW and D. SARAFYAN 
University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148, U.S,A. 
Almtraet--Sarafyan's continuous method for approximate solution of initial value problems i applied to 
the cases of systems of the form y" =f(x, y, y') and y" =f(x, y). Three formulas are presented here, 
containing polynomials inc ~ (0, 1) such that y and y' are continuously imbedded with x = x o + ch as valid 
approximations ofRunge-Kutta type. The first is fifth order four stage with continuous fourth order y 
and third order y'. The second is fifth order six stage with continuous fifth order y and fourth order y'. 
The third is sixth order seven stage with continuous fifth order y and fourth order y'. At c = 1 the order 
for the continuous y improves by l. The formulas may even be usexi advantageously in the extended 
interval c e l -0 .5 ,  1.5]. Values ofc greater than 1 can be used to extend the approximation for the current 
step and to see whether h can be increased for the next step. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1984 Sarafyan [1] introduced a fifth order single step algorithm, with fourth and lower orders 
continuously imbedded, for the approximate solution of  
y '=f (x ,y ) ,  y(xo)=Yo.  (1) 
Outlaw et aL [2] gave a sixth order algorithm with fifth and lower orders continuously imbedded. 
The present paper develops continuously imbedded algorithms for direct application to second 
order initial value problems 
y" =f (x ,y ,y ' ) ,  y(xo) = Yo, y'(xo) = y~ (2a) 
and 
y" =f (x ,  y),  y(xo) - Y0, Y'(X0) = Y~. (2b) 
Many algorithms have been proposed in the literature for these problems, the latest of  which is 
that of  Chang and Gnepp [3], but they have all provided approximations at a discrete set o f  points 
rather than a continuous approximate solution. 
Notation 
We are interested in solving systems of  k second order differential equations of  form (2) above. 
To this end we introduce vector notation with an auxiliary equation y~ =f0 = 0: 
Y" = YI', i=0 ,1  . . . . .  k 
y" = F(y0, Yt . . . . .  Yk, Y't, Y~ . . . .  , y~,) (3a) 
with Y0 = x and initial conditions 
y(x0) = Y0, y'(x0) = y~. (3b) 
Following Nystr6m [4] and Fehlberg [5], the stages for a Runge-Kut ta  type approximation with 
spacing h are: 
K °) = h2L ~°), L ~°) = F; K °) --- h2L (0. 
L °) = F x + a~h, y + a~hy' + h 2 bi,/L tj), y' + h ~, ci./L tj) , i = 1 . . . . .  p, (4a) 
j=o j=o 
where Yo = x, L~ j) = O. 
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We also apply the conditions 
i - I  i -1  
ai = ~ ci, j and define fli = ~ bi.j. (4b) 
j=O j=O 
The true solution is as usual expanded in a Taylor series. A continuous parameter c is provided 
for y and y'  by replacing h by ch in the expansion of the true solution, so that the approximations 
are continuous in c: 
P 
y(x0 + ch) = Y, w,(c)K"> 
i=0  
P 
y'(x0 + ch) = ~ ff,(c)K ~°, 
i=O 
for all c in (0, 1]. The stages K ~i) do not depend on c. 
2. DERIVAT ION 
The total differential for development o f  the L (i) may be written 
k , ~ , -t  k ~ i - i  k O 
d~')()=a'hm~=oY,,~y +h E cij E L~) ~-----7 +h2 E bu • L~ ) Oy,,," j=O m=O OYra j=O rn=O 
The derivation of the algebraic equations for the method uses differential operators expressed as 
tensor structures and represented by certain trees. 
Definition I
Let G = y' (to avoid later confusion with primes) and let C and H be vectors of functions on 
(y, G), (y0 = x). We define 
k ~ k ~H 
(i) E[C, ]=  E c,,-~y; E[C, H] = ~ c,, ~Ym" 
m=0 m=O 
E is an operator which holds y' constant in H. 
k d k dH 
(ii) E'[C, ] = ~= e[c ,  H] = 
0 c" dYe,; m=0~ c,=dym,. 
E'[G, ] is not defined. E' is an operator which holds y constant in H. Note that 
d/dx = E[G, ] + E'[F, ] is the total derivative operator as used by Nystrrm. While this total 
derivative operator works nicely for the development of the true solution, the operator for the 
approximate solution fractures into E and E' components, which must be sorted out and 
recombined later. Further, it is known that operational methods can lead ambiguously to multiple 
forms for the same operator. To circumvent hese problems we replace operators by "tensor 
structures" and operations on certain rooted trees. A more complete discussion of these ideas can 
be found in Ref. [6], where they are applied to normal systems of first order equations. Here we 
shall only briefly indicate some modifications needed for the present application. 
Using Definition 1 the differential d~ i) for stage L (e) in the approximate solution may be 
expressed as 
dlO()=a,h(E[G, ]+E ' [F ,  ]} 
i - - I  
+h ~ c,,jE'[L(J)-L (°), ]+h2fliEOF, ] 
j=i  
i - I  
+h 2 ~ b~jE[L ( j ) -  L (°), ]. (5) 
j= l  
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To distinguish these two operators the sub- and super-scripts of the E' structure will be 
primed. In the associated tree, an application of E will yield a red vertex; E' produces a green 
vertex. Hence, from Definition 1, 
k dF @ 
(i) E[G, F] = E g~y-~g~, F~-~ I 
m~0 R 
k aF 
(ii) E'[F, F] = ~__of m m' 
If the arguments are already composite, 
C(F) ~ ~C"~, 
then the trees are linked as before, 
H(F)~H--~ 
Since the basic form of E has left argument G, however, the composite E[C(F), H] must take 
into account hat 
dG • 
F = d-~ = g,,G" +f,~,G m' = 0 +fm,Gm'~ I 
G 
so E[C(F), H] must be linked as 
R -@ 
I 
Other observations 
(i) Since G = y' an unprimed superscript Gm yields zero (or the null tree). In the tree 
this prohibits two adjacent red vertices. 
(ii) We observe that in the development of the true solutionl 
dC 
d-~ (F) = E[G, C] + E'[F, C] = gmC '• +f,~,C m'. 
Since the product rule must be applied to C(F), this operation attaches a new 
endvertex consecutively to each vertex of the C-trees and sums the results. 
E makes the endvertex red; E' makes it green. This implies a summation over 
all permutations of red and green endvertices, and redundant equations are 
produced. Since the number of repetitions will be the same in the expansions 
of both true and approximate solutions, the multiplier may be dropped and 
these conglomerates replaced by single trees with end-vertices colored black. [By 
observation (i) above, red cannot be attached to a red, so in such a case leave 
the endvertex green.] 
Example 
dx 2 = + 2 + + + + 
_,/°\ 
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(iii) The E - E'  decomposition yields more equations of condition for y than given 
by Fehlberg [5]; for example: 
E - E" Fehlberg 
Fifth order 12 9 
Sixth order 32 22 
However, if one applies the conditions 
i - I  a~ 
~i = Z b,,j =-- ,  
/=o 2 
the systems become identical. 
3. TWO F IFTH ORDER FORMULAS 
The first process we developed is a fifth order four stage formula with a fourth order formula 
continuously imbedded: 
L ° = F(xo, Yo, Y~) 
L I=F  x0+~,Y0+]Yo ,  Y~+ L ° 
L 2 = F x0 + ~, Y0 + ~ Yo + ~- [ - L°  + 2L'], Y0 + ~ [ - L°  + 4L'] 
L 3=F xo+h,  yo+ Yo+ [9 L° -6L21 ,yo+~[  7L° -12U+9L 2] 
Ki=h2L i, i=0,1 ,2 ,3 .  
A = ( -33L°+ 28L 1 + 9L 2 - 4L3)/45 
B = (3L  ° - 4L I + L3)/9 
, ± 0 + AK'  + + 3 ys(Xo + h) = Y0 + hy0 + t0 K 
C2 0 
y4(x0 + ch) = Yo + chy~ + ~-K + h2c3A + h2c4B 
y;(xo + ch) = y6 + chL ° + 3c2hA + 4c3hB. (6) 
Here we usually have c in (0, 1], but for many problems the approximations for c in (1, 1.5] and 
for c in [ -0.5,  0) are also useful. See the example at the end of this section. The continuous 
imbedding provides information for error estimation and stepsize adjustment. 
Recently Chang and Gnepp [3] developed a fourth order formula for y"= F(x, y) initial value 
problems. They require only three evaluations per step, but their formula does not apply to 
y"= F(x, y, y'), and it provides discrete approximations with no internal error check. Although 
their approximation for y' is fourth order, while ours in equations (6) is third order, the 
approximations we obtain are still of competitive accuracy. Consider the example 
2x _y2  
Y" = y3 , y(O) = 1, y'(O) = 1, 0 ~< x ~< 1, h =0.01. 
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Our fifth order formula (6) is much more accurate for the first step than that of Chang and Cmepp, 
but by the time x = 1 is reached, repeated insertion of the third order y '  approximation has made 
our values deteriorate somewhat: 
Error for formula (6) Error for Chang-Gnepp 
x = 0.01 1.05 x 10 -t3 1.41 x 10 TM 
x = 1.0 8.9 X 10 -9 5.2 × 10 -1° 
(All of our calculations are done in quadruple precision FORTRAN on a VAX 1 1 computer.) 
We next turned naturally to the development of a formula with a continuously imbedded fourth 
order approximation to y'. Since this necessitates the solution of all the algebraic equations of fifth 
order (with right-hand sides suitably altered), additional stages were required; and in fact it became 
clear that one could obtain in addition a continuous fifth order approximation to y. Thus we 
obtained a six stage continuous fifth order formula with continuously imbedded fourth order 
approximations for y and y': 
L ° = F(x0, Y0, Y~) 
LI = F(xo + h, yo +-h6 
L2 = F (xo+h,  yo+ h 
L3___F Xo +_h, h 
2 Y°+2 
h)  
Y~, Y0 + ~ L° 
y; + ~ [L ° + L1], y; + [L ° + 3L'] 
h 2 h [L 0 _ 3L l + 4L2] ) Y~ + ~ [ L° + L 1 + 2L2], y~ + 
L4=F Xo+ ,yo+3---~y6+~-~[-2L°+9LI+L2+L3I, y;+-i-~[L°+3L3] 
LS = F(xo + h, Yo + hy'o + ~8 [3L° + 2(LE + L3 + L4)], y'o +h [5L° + 9L2 + 3L3 +19L4]) 
K~=h2L ~, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  5 
12710 .x. 8112 ../.. 21"3 40][4 ..t. 3 1.5 A=-~-~-g~ ~. ,  .~ . ,  -~  .~  
B__~L o ~L  2 I 3 ~ ~ I ~ - -~L  +~L -~L  
26 110 .a_ 161.2 -27L5 C=-I--~..~ .~ +~L3-~05L4+ 
D = -~[3K ° - 4K 2 + K 3] 
E = 32-[K ° - 2K 2 + K 3] 
Ys(Xo + ch) = Yo + chy~ + c2 K ° + h:c3A + h2c4B + h2cSC 
2 
C2 0 
y4(x0 + ch) = Y0 + chy~ + ~ K + c3D + c4E 
Y~(X0 + ch) = y~ + chL ° + 3c2hA + 4c3hB + 5c4hC. (7) 
Since the approximation for y' is fourth order, this formula provides accuracy comparable to that 
given by the Chang-Gnepp formula, and although it uses more evaluations per step, it has the 
advantages that it applies to y" = F(x, y, y'), it provides continuous approximations, and it has a 
continuously imbedded formula for error estimation and stepsize adjustment (as detailed in Refs 
[7, 8], for example). 
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For  example ,  the  same prob lem run  w i th  the  second o f  our  f i f th  o rder  fo rmulas  g ives  the  
fo l low ing  resu l t s :  
Er ror  for  fo rmula  (7) Er ror  for  Chang-Gnepp 
x = 0.01 5.52 x 10 -15 1.41 x 10 -H 
x=0.5  1.5 × 10 -t l  2.5 x 10 -~° 
x = 1.0 3.2 × 10 -11 5.2 x 10 -~° 
To  i l l us t ra te  the  cont inu i ty  o f  our  approx imat ions ,  wh ich  cannot  be  ach ieved  w i th  d i sc re te  
processes ,  we  ran  the  same prob lem for  one  app l i ca t ion  o f  fo rmula  (7)  w i th  var ious  s teps izes .  Here  
a re  the  resu l t s  (x0 = 0); we  pr in t  the  er ro rs  in  the  approx imat ions  a t  xo + ch, c = -0 .5 ,  -0 .4  . . . . .  
1.4, 1.5. The  approx imat ions  g iven  fo r  va lues  o f  c outs ide  [0, 1] show that  use fu l  in fo rmat ion  can  
be  obta ined  even  outs ide  o f  [Xo, :co + hi. 
Error  for y4(xo + ch ) Error  for Ys(Xo + ch ) Error  for Y'4(xo + ch ) 
h =0.1  
0.129 x 10 -5 0.416 × 10 -6 0.337 x 10 -4 
0.541 × 10 -6 0.171 × 10 -6 0.167 x 10 -4 
0.184 x 10 -6 0.574× 10 -7 0.711 x 10 -5 
0.432 × 10 -7 0.133 × 10 -7 0.233 × 10 -5 
0.416 × 10 -8 0.127 × 10 -8 0.416 x 10 -6 
0.000 × 10 -°  0.000 x 10 -° 0.000 + 10 -°  
0.222 × 10 -8 0.695 × 10 -9 0.185 x 10 -6 
0.121 × 10 -7 0.392 × l0 -8 0.445 x l0 -6 
0.259 × 10 -7 0.898 x 10 -8 0.528 × 10 -6 
0.359 × 10 -7 0.137 × 10 -7 0.382 × 10 -6 
0.387 x 10 -7 0.161 × 10 -7 0.787 × 10 -7 
0.432 × 10 -7 0.152 × 10 -7 0.249 x 10 -6 
0.772 x 10 -7 0.115 × 10 -7 0.469 × 10 -6 
0.195 x 10 -6 0.645 × 10 -8 0.501 × 10 -6 
0.482 x 10 -6 0.201 × 10 -s  0.367 × 10 -6 
0.106 x 10 -5 0.871 × 10 -9 0.232 x 10 -6 
0.210 x 10 -5 0.377 × 10 -8 0.447 × 10 -6 
0.381 × 10 -5 0.129 × 10 -7 0.159 x 10 -5 
0.646 × 10 -5 0.413 X 10 -7 0.447 × 10 -5 
0.104 x 10 -4 0.112 × 10 -6 0.102 × 10 -4 
0.159 × l0 -4 0.260 × l0 -6 0.203 x 10 -4 
h = 0.01 
0.140 x l0 -1° 0.574 × 10 -j2 0.457 x 10 -9 
0.596 x 10- "  0.240 x l0 -j2 0.230 × 10 -9 
0.206 x 10- "  0.815 × l0 -13 0.998 x l0 -1° 
0.488 x l0 -J2 0.191 × l0 -13 0.333 × 10 -1° 
0.475 × 10 -13 0.185 × 10 -14 0.605 x 10 -II 
0.000 x 10 -°  0.000 x 10 -° 0.000 × 10 -°  
0.259 × 10 -13 0.104 x 10 -j4 0.278 × lO -I1 
0.142 x 10 -12 0.591 × 10 -14 0.675 x 10 -11 
0.305 x 10 - t :  0.136 × 10 -13 0.809 x 10 -I1 
0.421 x 10 -12 0.209 × l0 - '3 0.583 x l0 -I1 
0.448 × 10 -1: 0.244 x 10 -13 0.988 x 10 -12 
0.496 x 10 -~: 0.227 × 10 -13 0.440 × 10 -11 
0.930 x 10 -12 0.162 × 10 -13 0.814 x 10 -11 
0.247 x 10 -It 0.742 × 10 -14 0.879 x 10 -t l  
0.628 x 10 -H 0.418 × 10 -15 0.653 x 10 -11 
0.141 x 10 - l°  0.552 × 10 -14 0.402 × 10 -H 
0.283 × 10 -1° 0.103 x 10 -13 0.730 × 10 -It 
0.520 x 10 -1° 0.254 × 10 -13 0.266 x 10 -1° 
0.891 x 10 -1° 0.739 × 10 -13 0.772 x 10 - l°  
0.145 × 10 -9 0.197 × 10 -12 0.180 × 10 -9 
0.224 × 10 -9 0.461 × 10 - t :  0.364 × 10 -9 
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Error for y4(xo+ch) Error for ys(xo+ch) Error for y'4(xo+ch) 
h = 0.001 
0.141 × 10 -Is 0.595 x 10 -18 0.473 X 10 -14 
0.602 × 10 -16 0.249 x 10 -Is 0.239 x 10 -14 
0.208 x 10 -16 0.847 x 10 -19 0.104 x 10 -14 
0.494 × 10 -17 0.199 × 10 -1'~ 0.346 x 10 -15 
0.482 x 10 -18 0.193 x 10 -2o 0.630 x 10 -16 
0.000 x 10 -° 0.000 x 10 -° 0.000 x 10 -° 
0.263 x 10 -18 0.108 x 10 -'° 0.290 x 10 -16 
0.144 × 10 -17 0.618 x 10 -2° 0.706 × 10 -16 
0.310 x 10 -17 0.142 x 10 -19 0.846 × 10 -16 
0.429 x 10 -17 0.218 × 10 -19 0.610 × 10 -16 
0.455 x 10 -17 0.255 × 10 -19 0.101 X 10 -16 
0.503 × 10 -17 0.237 x 10 -19 0.467 × 10 -16 
0.948 x 10 -17 0.168 × 10 -19 0.863 x 10 -16 
0.253 × 10 -16 0.750 × 10 -2° 0.932 X 10 -16 
0.646 x 10 -16 0.809 x 10 -21 0.692 x 10 -16 
0.145 × 10 -15 0.621 × 10 -20 0.425 x 10 -16 
0.292 x 10 -15 0.113 × 10 -19 0.769 × 10 -16 
0.537 x 10 -15 0.272 × 10 -19 0.282 x 10 -15 
0.922 × 10 -15 0.787 X 10 -19 0.820 x 10 -15 
0.150 x 10 -14 0.210 x 10 -Is 0.192 × 10 -14 
0.233 x 10 -14 0.491 x 10 -is 0.388 x 10 -14 
4. A S IXTH ORDER FORMULA 
By addit ion of  one stage more than formula (7) requires, we developed a seven stage formula 
which provides a sixth order approx imat ion to y at x0 + h and has cont inuously imbedded 
approx imat ions  which are fifth order for y and fourth order for y': 
L ° = F(xo, Yo, Y~) 
L I=F  Xo +h,  yo+ ~ 
L2=F Xo+ ,Yo+'~ 
L3 = F (xo  + h, yo + h 
2h 2h , /,2f251 o ~1[: ½L3], Yo + ~'-~[- 18L° + 96LI 80L2 + 20L3] L4=F Xo+~- ,Yo+-~-Yo+, ,  1-27~ ~54~ "+- 
3h 3h h F79[ 0 lO9L I L2 LS=F xo+-~- ,Yo+~-Y~+~-tTg~-Y¢  + +L3+L4] ,  
1663hLo 127hLI 2693hL2 569hL3  153hL4" ~ 
Y~ 1152 +-- i -6-  ~ + 288 ---~-0-- } 
y(), y~ + h L°)  
y~ + ~ [ L° + LJ], y~ + [L ° + 3L ~] 
yt  __ I. 2r 3667 i t0 2047 1[1 3667 i2']  / h / 
o -r n t38-~" - 12 -~ + ~ J, Y0 + -~ [ L° - 3LI + 4L~] 
y~ + h [ -98L°  + 654L I -  712L2 + 209L 3 -  36L5] /
~2[1281110 -- 412][1 3 4) 6337 5 L6=F xo+h,  yo+hy()+ ,, 19180~ 2 .~ +~(  L2+L +L  +~L] ,  
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A = - 2~-~t° .-~- 491290_ _ _~L 3 + ~L 4 + ~oL 5 _ ~-~7 r6 
B = -½L ° -  ~L 2 + ~L 3 -  J,~L 4 + 6L' 
C 311o ~I2 2531.3 51_~L4 ~L 5 
D---~oL ° -  12-~ L2 + ~L 3 -  t~---!lL4 + 12L 5 
l_I~'0 ~K2 6l[~3 459l~'4 ~K 5 
y6(Xo + h) --- Yo + hy~) + s" --  225 `= + 5 "~ --  2oo n + -- ~ K6 
Ys(Xo+Ch)=yo+chy~+h2[A+C-- -2L°+c3B+c4C+cSD 1 
' x Y4( 0 + ch) = y~ + chL ° + 3c2hB + 4c3hC + 5c4hD. (8) 
Although the main formula is sixth order at x0 + h with fifth order continuously imbedded, the 
fourth order derivative approximation tends to make the whole formula run like a fourth order 
process. Hence we recommend formula (7), which requires one fewer evaluation per step and yields 
approximations also controlled in accuracy by a fourth order y' approximation. To make the y' 
approximation continuous and of fifth order would require the addition of enough stages that the 
algebraic equations for sixth order (with different right-hand sides depending on c) could be solved. 
We have not tackled that problem. Fehlberg [5] has a discrete sixth order nine stage formula with 
fifth order imbedded at x0 + h; it typically runs like a fifth order formula, but it does require three 
more evaluations per step than (7), and its imbedded formula is not continuous. 
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